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OCCUPATIONS TEST - 1 

1. Bill : - - - - ?

Jane: At a hospital.

Which of the following questions completes 
the dialogue?

A) What can you do
B) Can I interview with you
C) Where do you work
D) What do you do

2. 
My mum is a tailor. My dad 
is a cook and my sister is 
a saleswoman.

Daisy

Which of the following DO NOT Daisy’s family 
members do at work?

A) Design buildings      B) Sell clothes
C) Cut and sew fabrics      D) Cook meals

3. Daisy likes making colourful dresses for her dolls. 
So, she wants to be a/an - - - - .

Which of the following occupations completes 
the sentence above?

A)      B) 

C)      D) 

4.  I. I can cook delicious meals. What about you?
II. I’m a cook. I work at an Italian restaurant.
III. What can you do?
IV. What’s your occupation?
V. I’m a student. 

Which of the following is the correct order to 
make a dialogue?

A) IV – I – III – II – V B) V – I – II – III – IV
C) I – IV- II – III – V D) IV – II – III – I - V

5. 

I

III

II

IV

I’m a hairdresser. I’m a dentist.

I’m a worker. I’m a manager.                

Which of the picture–sentence matching is 
WRONG?

A) I B) II C) III D) IV

6. 

Which of the following is ODD?

A) scientist    B) waiter    C) mechanic    D) driver
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OCCUPATIONS TEST - 1 

7. • Hanry examines his patients.
•	 Cindy takes orders and carries plates and 

glasses.
•	 Gary teaches new things to his students.
•	 Berk carries people by car.

According to the sentences above, - - - - is a 
driver, - - - - is a doctor, - - - - is a teacher and 
- - - - is a waitress.

Which of the following completes the text 
above in the correct order?

A) Berk – Hanry – Gary – Cindy
B) Cindy – Gary – Berk – Hanry
C) Hanry – Berk – Cindy – Gary
D) Gary – Cindy – Hanry – Berk

8. 

Paul is a/an - - - - .
Complete the sentence according to the 
picture.

A) lawyer B) farmer
C) singer D) engineer

9. 
Philip is 30 years 
old. He sells fruit 
and vegetables.

Tim is 38 years old. He 
organizes meetings 

with architects.

Mandy is 25 years 
old and she cuts 

hair.

Fred is 39 years 
old. He builds 

houses.
Which of the following questions DOES NOT 
have an answer in the texts above?

A) What do they do at work?
B) How old are they?
C) Who can cut hair?
D) Where do they work?

10. Match the questions with the answers.
a. Who can design hair?
b. Where does a waiter work?
c. What can your sister do?
d. What do you do?

She can 
cook. 

A 
hairdresser 

can.

1 3

2 4At a 
restaurant.

I’m a farmer.

A) 2 – 3 – 1 – 4 B) 3 – 1 – 4 – 2
C) 1 – 2 – 4 – 3 D) 4 – 3 – 2 – 1
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TEST - 2 

1. 

Paul

- - - - ?

She is an artist.

Bob

Which of the following DOES NOT complete 
the conversation above?

A) What can Amy do
B) What is Amy’s job
C) What does Amy do
D) What is Amy’s occupation

2. The table below shows my family members’ 
birth dates.

Names Birth dates
Rita 03/01/1996

Samuel 05/10/1974
Ron 26/03/1985
Elvin 17/06/2001

Which of the following is CORRECT?

A) Samuel is younger than Rita.
B) Elvin was born before Ron.
C) Rita was born after Elvin.
D) Ron is older than Rita.

3. Metin :  Hi, Mr. Purple. Can I ask you some 
questions for my homework?

Mr. Purple: Sure, you can.
Metin : When were you born?
Mr. Purple: I was born in 1979, in Chicago.
Metin : What do you do?
Mr. Purple:  I can manage workers and organize 

meetings with engineers. I usually go 
to different countries for business. 
Guess my job, little man.

Metin : Oh, you are a/an - - - - .

Mr. Purple: That’s right!

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) architect B) worker
C) driver D) manager

4. 

Hi, I’m Clara. I’m a teacher. My 
brother works at a supermarket 
now, but he was a waiter at a 
restaurant two years ago. 

Which of the following is ODD according to 
the text?

A)      B) 

C)      D) 

5. 
I like helping ill 
people very much. I usually help 

my mum in the 
kitchen.

I like cars very much. 
I help my dad at the 
weekend and we 
repair cars.

I like being in crowded 
places. I want to work 
at a restaurant.

Sally

Richard

Fiona

Nida

Which of the following occupations IS NOT 
suitable for one of the children above?

A) Waitress B) Cook
C) Nurse D) Lawyer

OCCUPATIONS
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TEST - 2 

6.                

Where were 
you - - - - ? 

Which of the following is ODD according to 
the board above?

A)  yesterday afternoon                      

B)   now              

C)  two days ago                      

D)    last week

7. Martin: What do you do?

Mum : I’m a - - - - . 

Martin:  What can you do at work?

Mum :  I cut and sew fabrics and I can make nice 
- - - - .

Which of the following completes the 
conversation in the correct order?

A) tailor – dresses B) dentist – diseases               
C) waitress – plates D) doctor – patients

8. Wilma:   I’m a student. - - - -  because I like 
drawing pictures very much. I can draw 
nice building projects. 

Which of the following completes the text?

A) I don’t have a dream job
B) I can work at a hospital
C) I want to be an architect
D) I was an engineer five years ago

Answer the questions 9 and 10 according to 
the table below.

Names Birth Date Birthplace Occupations

Eric 1995 Moscow hairdresser

Darren 1980 Paris teacher

Jale 1986 İstanbul lawyer

Philip 1987 Rome dentist

9. Which of the following questions DOES NOT 
have an answer on the table?

A) Who is older than the others?
B) Where was Darren born?
C) What’s Eric’s job?
D) What were their dream jobs?

10. Which of the following describes Eric?

A) 
He was born 

before Darren.

     B) 
He can pull out 

teeth.

C) 
He can cut and 

design hair. 

     D) 
He is older than 

Jale.

OCCUPATIONS
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HOLIDAYS TEST - 3 

1. 

They - - - - .

Complete the sentence according to the 
visual above.

A) climbed a tree B) picked fruit
C) swam D) made a snowman

2. 

David Rose

Did you have a good 
time on holiday?

Sure! I went to the 
seaside and - - - - .

Which of the following DOES NOT complete 
the dialogue?

A) made a snowman B) enjoyed there
C) swam D) tried scuba diving

3. Hi, I’m Timothy. Last week, I was in Switzerland 
with my family. It was a great holiday. We walked 
in a snowy forest after we had breakfast at our 
hotel. I learned skiing, too.

Which of the following questions DOES NOT 
have an answer in the text above?

A) What did they eat? 
B) Did he like his holiday?
C) Where did he stay?
D) What did he do there?

4. The visuals below show what type of activities 
Amanda did on her last holiday.

According to the visuals above, she - - - - .

A) didn’t pick fruit
B) didn’t read a book
C) joined a sightseeing tour
D) didn’t go sailing

5. 

How was your 
holiday?

It was great! I went to 
my hometown and  

- - - -  

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) visited relatives 
B) made a snowman 
C) went camping 
D) watched TV 
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HOLIDAYS TEST - 3 

6. 

WINTER 
ACTIVITIES

•	 skiing
•	 playing 

snowball
•	  - - - - 

Which of the following completes the list?

A) playing beach volley 
B) making sandcastles
C) sailing
D) making a snowman

7. Teacher: How was your holiday?

Eric    :  It wasn’t exciting. I didn’t go on a 
holiday. I read books, watched TV and 
played games with my friends.

What DID NOT Eric do on his holiday?

A)      B) 

C)      D) 

8.                                 Philip

✘ ✔

Philip - - - -  last summer.

Fill in the blank according to the pictures.

A) tried paragliding B) tried scuba diving
C) went on a yacht tour D) learned sailing

Answer the questions 9 and 10 according to 
the table below.

Olga

Daniel

Hanry

Joseph

9. Which of the following does Hanry say?

A) I like skiing and making a snowman in winter.
B) I think visiting an ancient city is boring.
C) I dislike sailing, but I love skiing.
D) I think skiing is better than making a 

snowman.

10. Which of the following IS NOT correct?

A) Joseph agrees with Daniel about going 
sailing.

B) Only Joseph dislikes sailing.
C) Daniel and Olga disagree with Hanry and 

Joseph about visiting old cities.
D) Olga dislikes winter activities.
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HOLIDAYS TEST - 4 

1. Ezgi prepared a table to show her favourite 
holiday activities.

WINTER  
HOLIDAYS

Making a 
snowman

Playing 
snowball

Skiing

Swimming

Which of the following is ODD?

A) making a snowman B) skiing
C) swimming D) playing snowball

2. 

Robert

I went on a camping holiday last 
week. In the mornings, we had 
breakfast and we ate sausage 
sandwiches. Then we went 
trekking. In the afternoon, we went 
fishing. We cooked fish for dinner 
every day.

In the text above, there is NO information 
about - - - - .

A) the type of his last holiday
B) his opinions about his last holiday
C) the activities they did
D) the meals they had

3. 

Which of the following words is ODD?

A) fishing B) camping      
C) skiing D) doing gardening

4. 

MaryCandan

- - - - . I climbed trees, 
went trekking and 
rode a bike in the 
mountains.

How did you spend 
your summer holiday?

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) I stayed at home all day 
B) I didn’t do anything
C) I hate summer holidays
D) I went to my hometown

5. 

- - - - ?

I think winter 
holidays are 
exciting. 

Spring is the best time 
to have a holiday.

I like summer 
holidays most. 

I love going on a 
holiday in autumn. 

Which of the questions are the children 
answering?

A) Do you visit your hometown every year
B) What kind of winter activities do you like
C) Which season is your favourite to go on a 

holiday
D) Is summer better than spring for holidays
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HOLIDAYS TEST - 4 

6. The visuals show what Sally did on her holiday.

Which of the following DOES NOT match with 
one of the visuals above?

A) She went to the seaside.
B) She collected shells on the seaside.
C) She tried rafting.
D) She studied and read books.

7. 

ON THE BEACH

Which of the following is ODD?

A)  going hiking 

B)  making sandcastles

C)  playing beach volley 

D)  collecting shells

8.  - - - - 

My favorite activity is playing snowball and 
making a snowman with friends. I don’t know 
skiing, but I want to learn it. 

What is the title of the text above?

A) Summer Holiday B) Camping Holiday
C) Winter Holiday D) Holiday Types

Answer the questions 9 and 10 according to 
the dialogue below.

Melda: How is your holiday going?

Terry  :  I help my grandfather every day. We 
do gardening in the afternoon and then 
go fishing in the lake. I went swimming 
yesterday. 

9. Which of the following visuals DOES NOT 
show Terry?
A)      B) 

C)      D) 

10. Terry - - - - .

A) is busy in the afternoon
B) swims in a pool every day
C) helps his mum at home on holiday
D) doesn’t help his grandfather
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BOOKWORMS TEST - 5 

1.  Ron

Sally

Peter

Fiona

Tom

Vicky

I’m Vicky. I’m in class with my friends. Ron sits 
- - - - Sally and Fiona is - - - - Peter.

Which of the following completes the text in 
the correct order?

A) behind – in front of B) near – next to
C) in – behind D) between – near

2. I’m in my room. There is a big bed near the 
drawers. There is a sofa opposite my bed and a 
coffee table next to it.

Which of the following objects IS NOT in the 
room?

A)      B) 

C)      D) 

3. 
I’m in front of Sue.

I’m opposite Timothy.

I’m near my dad.

I’m behind Suzie.

Carol Ruth

Mia

Simon Suzie

The children are talking about their places, 
but - - - - makes a mistake.

A) Ruth B) Carol C) Simon D) Mia

4. 

The bed is - - - - .

Complete the blank.

A) between the drawers B) over the bookshelf
C) on the painting D) under the lamps

5. Pamela : - - - - ?

Timothy: I love the painting on the wall.

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) Where is your painting
B) What is there on the wall
C) Do you have a painting
D) What’s your favourite object in your room
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BOOKWORMS TEST - 5 

6. Students like the game “Who sits where?”. The 
teacher describes the place of a student and 
other students find the secret name.

Mike Joe Tim

Gary Clark Robin

Lily Sally Amy

Teacher

1. It’s behind Robin.        2.It’s in front of Gary.

  3. It’s opposite me.

Which of the following names is the correct 
order?

A) Tim – Lily – Amy 
B) Clark – Sally – Teacher
C) Tim – Mike – Robin 
D) Joe – Mike – Sally

7. Tim      : Hi, Salmon. Where are you?

Salmon: Hi, Tim. I’m in the library. 

Tim       : - - - - ?

Salmon:  I’m studying. I have a Science project.

Tim       : OK. See you.

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) Where are the books
B) What are you doing
C) Are you alone
D) Who is with you

8. 

It’s between the 10th – 15th June.

Do you know anything about the 
funfair in downtown?

It’s opposite the big park.

It opens at 11 a.m. and 
closes at 8 p.m.

I can go there this weekend.

Sam

Roe

Bora

Jill

Daniel

BFF ♥

Who is talking about the place of the funfair?

A) Sam B) Jill C) Roe D) Bora

9. The students are describing the places of the 
objects in their rooms.

Martin Lara

There is a houseplant 
on my table.

The lamp is next 
to my bed.

Bob Sally

My bed is between 
the drawers.

My toys are on 
the bookcase.

Which of the following prepositions is ODD?

A)      B) 

C)      D) 
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BOOKWORMS TEST - 6 

1. 

In My Room

Lamp Carpet

ClockLibrarian

Which of the following is ODD on the table 
above?

A) lamp B) carpet 
C) clock D) librarian

2. I’m Martha. After I had breakfast with my family 
yesterday, we went to the shopping mall. There 
were a lot of nice shops. Then we went to the 
funfair opposite the mall.

Which of the following DOES NOT have an 
answer in the text above?

A) What was there next to the mall?
B) Where was Martha yesterday?
C) Where did she go yesterday?
D) Who had breakfast with her?

3. 

I
II

III

IV
Which of the following IS NOT correct?

A) I - clothes shop B) II - café
C) III - school D) IV - bench

4. 

Paul

Clara

Cindy

Hank

We can read books.

We can do homework.

We can borrow books, 
magazines, etc.

We can lend our 
books.

In The 
Library

Who gives a WRONG answer to the title 
above?

A) Paul B) Cindy C) Clara D) Hank

5. 

Ivan

Sam

Joe

Tom

I need to return the 
books.

I want to borrow 
some magazines.       

I want to buy a 
history book.

I must find some 
information about 
Mark Twain.

According to the information, - - - - doesn’t 
need to go to the library with his friends.

A) Ivan B) Joe C) Sam D) Tom
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BOOKWORMS TEST - 6 

6. 

Cindy

Cindy

Paul

Poetry books are 
my favourite. They 
are fantastic.

Sure!

- - - - . I think they 
are dull. I don’t 
have any poetry 
books. Do you like 
short stories?

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) I think so B) I disagree
C) That’s a great idea D) I love poetry, too

7. Helen:  I have an important Literature assignment. 
I must find some information about lives 
of some famous novelists.

Which of the following books is she looking 
for?

A) 
Turkish 
Authors

     B) 
English 
History

C) 
French -  

Turkish A-Z

     D) 
Short 

Stories

8. Mark: - - - - ?

Clara: In a quiet place.

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) Do you usually go to the library
B) Where do you like reading most
C) Which author is your favourite
D) Why don’t you buy books

9. 

There is a - - - - in my neighbourhood.

Complete the blank according to the visual.

A) nursing home B) bookshop
C) local library D) shopping centre

10. 

Linda
Susan

What does “Afiyet 
olsun” mean?

Oh, you should 
look it up in your 
- - - -.

Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) story book B) history book
C) science book D) dictionary
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SAVING THE PLANET TEST - 7 

1. Let’s prepare a poster about recycling.

Which of the following posters shows the 
suggestion in the above?

A)      B) 

C)      D) 

2. • Don’t drop litter to stop - - - -.
•	 Don’t use private cars too often to reduce  

- - - - .
•	 Unplug electrical devices to reduce - - - - .
Which of the following DOES NOT complete 
one of the blanks above?
A) air pollution B) energy waste
C) water pollution D) land pollution

3. 

Traffic jam causes - - - -.

A) land pollution B) water pollution
C) wasting materials D) noise pollution

4. Yaren and her friends are making some 
suggestions according to the problems given.

Yaren Save the 
animals!

Don’t cut down trees 
because forests are 

their homes.

Mia Stop wasting 
water. Turn off the taps.

John Save energy. Don’t pour waste into 
the seas.

Linda Recycle. Separate your rubbish.

- - - - makes a wrong suggestion according to 
the slogan on the table above.

A) Yaren B) Mia C) John D) Linda

5. 

Don’t cut 
down trees.                                    

Save energy.

Don’t pollute 
the seas.                               

Don’t drop 
litter.

- - - -

Which of the following is the best title for the 
table?

A) PROTECT FORESTS 
B) SAVE THE PLANET
C) STOP WATER POLLUTION
D) STOP LAND POLLUTION                                       
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SAVING THE PLANET TEST - 7 

6. 
•	 Don’t pollute the seas.
•	 Unplug electrical devices at 

night.
•	 Recycle materials.
•	 Plant more trees.

Which of the following is ODD according to 
the suggestions above?

A)      B) 

C)      D) 

7. 

Good morning, dear.

Your breakfast is ready in the 

kitchen. Before you leave, turn off 

the TV first. mum

Read the note above. Which of the following is 
about the warning?

A) Recycle paper. B) Don’t drop litter.
C) Reduce air pollution. D) Stop wasting energy.

8. Some students want to prepare posters to 
protect the world. Here are their opinions.
Cemre:  I think forests are in danger and we must 

do something to save them.
Harry:  Wasting materials is a big problem for the 

Earth.
Kelly:  Factories and cars pollute the environment 

a lot. 
Jim:  People should separate their garbage before 

they put them into rubbish bins.

Who can prepare a project together according 
to their opinions above?

A) Jim – Harry B) Cemre – Kelly
C) Jim – Kelly D) Cemre – Harry

Answer the questions 9 and 10 according to 
the suggestions below.

SAVE THE PLANET
•	We waste energy every day. We should turn off the 

lights.
•	 Traffic causes air pollution. We should walk or cycle 

to short distances.
•	 Forests are necessary for green nature. We should 

plant more trees.

9. Which of the following is ODD according to 
the text above?

A)      B) 

C)      D) 

10. Which of the following DOES NOT have an 
answer in the texts above?

A) How can we save forests?
B) What should we do to stop wasting water?
C) What should we do to stop air pollution?
D) How can we reduce energy waste?
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SAVING THE PLANET TEST - 8 

1. Save  
Energy

Save  
Water

Save  
The Planett

Recycle Don’t Drop 
Litter

Which of the following suggestions IS NOT 
about the poster above?

A) Separate plastics, jars, metal and paper.                
B) Turn off the taps when you don’t use them.
C) Don’t cut down trees.
D) Use eco-friendly light bulbs.

2. 

Tina Bill

We should sort out 
our rubbish.

We shouldn’t use private 
cars too often. 

SAVE 
ENERGY, SAVE 
THE EARTH!

Ivan

We shouldn’t leave 
the water running.

Nida

We should unplug 
our electrical 
devices.

Who is talking about the slogan above?

A) Tina B) Bill C) Ivan D) Nida

3. 

- -  - -
We waste materials every day. Instead, we 
can sort out our rubbish and put them in 
recycling bins. We should stop wasting and 
start recycling.

What is the best title for the text?

A) Global Warming B) 3R Rules
C) Eco-friendly bulbs D) Pollution Types

4. The planet is in danger. People cause lots of 
problems. We pollute the air, water and land. We 
harm forests and animals are in danger, too. We 
waste materials such as plastics, glasses, paper,  
metals, etc. 

People - - - -.

Complete the blank.

A) shouldn’t use paper
B) are the main reason for pollution
C) keep the sea clean
D) shouldn’t plant trees

5. 

I live in a village. It isn’t crowded, 
so - - - - . The air is cleaner and 
everywhere is green. 

Which of the following completes the text?
A) the streets are always busy
B) the global warming is a big problem
C) there isn’t any traffic jam
D) we harm animals and trees
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SAVING THE PLANET TEST - 8 

6. Each icon has a different meaning.

plant trees stop

eco-friendly 
light bulbs

recycling 
bins

✔ To save energy, we should use - - - - .
✔ Classify the rubbish before you put them in - - - - .
✔- - - - to reduce carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.

Which of the following icons DOES NOT 
complete the sentences above?

A)      B) 

C)      D) 

7. Which of the following suggestions IS NOT 
correct to save the Earth?

A) We should walk or cycle to short distances.
B) We should grow more trees.
C) The factories should use filters.
D) We should make new farm lands.

8. David is preparing a poster to describe - - - - . 
The heat is increasing and the Earth is getting 
hot. 

Which of the following completes the blank?

A) wasting materials
B) global warming
C) energy wasting
D) harming animals

9. 

Which of the slogans below is about the visual 
above?

A) Stop air pollution!
B) Save water.
C) Don’t harm animals.
D) Don’t cut down trees!

10. 

I II III IV

Bill:  I have a lot of old books and newspapers 
and I want to recycle them.

Which of the boxes above DOES Bill need?

A) I B) II C) III D) IV
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DEMOCRACY TEST - 9 

1. Jamie : A president - - - - , - - - - and - - - - .

Teacher: You’re right!

Which of the following DOES NOT complete 
the dialogue?

A) cleans the board
B) checks the homework
C) gives assignments to the students
D) talks to teachers about students’ problems

2. Last Monday, we chose our school president in 
an election. Samuel, Gary and Zeck were the 
candidates. Gary won the election. I’m happy 
because he is a friendly and clever boy.

Which of the following questions DOES NOT 
have an answer in the text?

A) How many votes did Gary have?
B) When was the election?
C) How did they choose their president?
D) How many candidates were there?

3. Tina writes about her opinions for the candidates 
of an election.

Bran fair, clever

Zoe angry, lazy

Helga  hardworking, cheerful

Tina thinks - - - - isn’t a good choice for the 
class presidency. - - - - is brilliant and equal to 
everybody. - - - - is a jolly person. Tina wants  to 
vote for Helga.

Which of the following completes the text in 
the correct order?

A) Zoe – Helga – Bran B) Bran – Zoe – Helga
C) Helga – Bran – Zoe D) Zoe – Bran – Helga

4. The visuals below show the stages of an 
election.

Which of the following DOES NOT match with 
one of the pictures above?

A) ID card
B) Voting booth
C) Ballot box
D) Campaign

5. The teacher wants students to say a word about 
democracy. Here are their words.

Jim

Lena

Linda

Bob

Brad

Jane

Poster

Voting 

Slogans

Ballot box       

Campaign         

Giving a speech         

Who SAYS a word about “on the election day”?

A) Jane – Jim B) Brad – Lena
C) Bob – Lena D) Bob – Brad
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DEMOCRACY TEST - 9 

6. 

Brown
Tom

Don’t forget your - - - - .

Complete the blank according to the visual.

A) identity card
B) ballot box
C) voting booth
D) officials

7. I’m listening to my friend’s suggestions for my 
election campaign now.

Which of the following shows the sentence 
above?

A)      B) 

VOTE FOR 
TIM!

C)      D) 

8. Mum:  What do you want to do before the 
election?

Jane: - - - - .

Which of the following DOES NOT complete 
the dialogue?
A) I want to talk to everybody about my plans 
B) I should listen to my friends’ needs first
C) I want to prepare a poster
D) I should vote

Read the speeches below and answer the 
questions 9 and 10.

The candidates are giving a speech to their friends.
Funda:  Dear friends. I’m happy to speak here 

because I don’t know all of you. I have a lot 
of plans to have a cleaner school. Thanks 
for listening to me. 

Sue :  Dear friends. I’m Sue. I’m new at this school. 
Last year, I was the school president in my 
old school. I did many good things for school 
I can do the same things for this school, too. 
I’m Sue, I’m here for you! Thank you.

Linda:  Dear friends. Last year, I promised you to do 
a lot of things and I did everything. You know 
me well. I’m a candidate again. Thank you.

9. Which of the following IS NOT correct?
A) Linda was the last president of the school.
B) Sue doesn’t have any plans for the school.
C) Sue has a slogan.
D) Funda doesn’t have a lot of friends.

10. Which of the following shows the event above?

A)      B) 

C)      D) 
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DEMOCRACY TEST - 10 

1. Teacher: What do you think about the democracy?

Jim        : Everybody is equal in democracy.

Sally      : We can choose our representatives.

Carmen: Everybody can express their ideas.

Kelly     :  Candidates can express their opinions 
with their campaigns.

According to the dialogue above, - - - - thinks 
candidates should work before the election.

A) Jim B) Sally C) Carmen D) Kelly

2. Last Sunday, there was an election in our country. 
We voted for our candidates. Everyone over 18 
voted for their candidates. It was a fair election 
and nobody broke the law. Everybody respected 
the results. I think democracy is the best way.

Which of the following IS NOT the idea in the 
text above?

A) We should be kind to everybody.       
B) Law is very important for democracy.
C) We can never express our opinions.
D) In democratic countries, people are equal.

3. BEFORE THE ELECTION
•	  make a speech
•	  - - - - 
•	 - - - - 
•	  - - - -

Which of the following is NOT suitable for the 
table?

A) check the results
B) respect others
C) prepare a poster
D) don’t hurt anyone

4. 
VOTE
FOR FRANK

You won't make a mistake
Class President 2018

jolly             intelligent             respectful

Which of the following DOES NOT match with 
one of the activities above?

A) He talked to everybody.
B) He found a slogan.
C) He gave a speech.
D) He wanted help from the teachers.   

5. Rita   : - - - - ?

Fiona: I’m listening to my candidate’s speech. 

Rita   : Candidate?

Fiona:  Yes. There is a general election in our 
country.

Rita   : - - - - ?

Fiona:  He is giving a speech. He wants to organize 
a big activity to reduce the pollution in the 
country.

Rita   : - - - - ?

Fiona: Sure! I’m 20 years old.

Which of the following DOES NOT complete 
the dialogue?

A) What are you watching
B) Can you vote in elections
C) Who is your candidate
D) What is he doing
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DEMOCRACY TEST - 10 

6. Angel has homework about democracy. She is 
preparing a poster.

Which of the following sentences is about the 
poster above?

A) A candidate should be cheerful.
B) A president should be over 18.
C) A president should respect child rights.
D) In democratic countries, people are free.

7. Students are talking about their last president 
and completing the sentence below.

Ivan

Gary

brilliant                   

Julia

awesome          

Lucy

fair                      nervous                  

Our last  
president was 

- - - - .

According to the information above, - - - - 
thinks the last president was not a good role 
model.

A) Gary B) Lucy C) Ivan D) Julia

8.  On the election day . . . .  . 
I. we went to class early
II. we wrote our candidate’s name on a voting 

paper
III. we put the voting papers in the ballot box

Which of the following is the correct order 
according to the stages of an election?

A) I  – II – III B) II – III  – I            
C) II – I  – III D) III – I – II 

Read the information below and answer the 
questions 9 and 10.

Last Monday, there was a class presidency election 
and the candidates gave speeches.

Bob :  Hi, I’m your last president and I want to work 
for you again. You know I was always kind to 
all of you and I organized activities to reduce 
pollution in class and at school. I promise to 
make new organizations this year, too.

Linda:  Dear friends, I have great ideas for our class. 
I want to buy new books for our class library 
and organize picnics in spring.

9. Which of the following is Linda’s poster?

A) LOVE NATURE      B) LET’S READ MORE!

C)      D) EAT HEALTHY,  
BE HEALTHY!

10. According to the speeches above,  - - - - .

A) Linda has plans for visiting ancient places
B) Bob didn’t have any plans for nature
C) there is only one candidate
D) Bob was the president last year
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